Americans are WAKING UP!

Problem
Terrorism - Bombings
- 911 Attacks
- OKC Bombing
Bio, Chemical
Nuclear Attack?

Reaction
FEARS, Uncertainty,
Insecurity, Panic,
Chaos, Ignorance,
BLIND TRUST

Solution
- War On Terror
- Preemptive Strikes
- Terror Legislation
- Patriot Act I
- HR 2417
- National Drivers License
- CAPPS II
- Airport Checkpoints
- Biometric Technology
- Militarized Police
- Homeland Security Act
- Secret Courts
- Secret Arrests
- Defense Spending
- Big Brother
- Government Growth
- Record Spending
- Privacy Attacks
- Liberty Attacks

WHO BENEFITS FROM TERROR?

Isn’t our government using terror to attain political or ideological goals? Because of “terror”, they are getting more power, control, expansion, money and suppression. We need know the truth, that is our greatest security today. Americans have become the suspects in the struggle against terror. We can restore our free society by exposing the truth about our evil “public” servants. These servants of evil are terrorism’s beneficiaries. **If terrorists hate our freedoms than why is our government slowly taking them away?** Many of our leaders support terrorism to expand government. We can serve our great nation and each other by spreading the truth. The truth exposed will protect us more than any law or war. It’s not about left and right politics. It’s about right and wrong actions. Truth is stranger than fiction.

A STRONG AMERICA WOULD PRESERVE LIBERTIES AND FREEDOM IN THE FACE OF TERRORIST THREATS!

This awareness is nothing new to great American minds:

**Benjamin Franklin 1706 - 1790**
“Any society that would give up a little liberty to gain a little security will deserve neither and lose both.”

“Half a truth is often a great lie.”

**Thomas Jefferson 1743 - 1826**
“All tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good conscience to remain silent.”

“Educate and inform the whole mass of the people... They are the only sure reliance for the preservation of our liberty.”

“History, in general, only informs us of what bad government is.”

“I predict future happiness for Americans if they can prevent the government from wasting the labors of the people under the pretense of taking care of them.”

A STRONG AMERICA WOULD PRESERVE LIBERTIES AND FREEDOM IN THE FACE OF TERRORIST THREATS!

Now listen to some modern politicians:

**Henry A. Kissinger**
“I can think of no faster way to unite the American people behind George W. Bush than a terrorist attack on an American target overseas. And I believe George W. Bush will quickly unite the American people through his foreign policy.”

**Herman Goering** at the Nuremberg trials (Nazi Germany) “Of course the people don’t want war. ......Voice or no voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell them they are being attacked, and denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism, and exposing the country to greater danger.”

**George W. Bush**
“If you’re not with us, you’re against us.”

PROBLEM
America’s Colapse
ORGANIZED CRIME

REACTION
Fear & Chaos
You don’t believe this.

SOLUTION
Global Government?
WAKE UP TODAY!
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WAKING UP!
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BECOME INFORMED!
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